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About This Game

Quick Note: Got some questions for the developer? Feel free to email bonchogames@gmail.com

What is it?

Blitz Breaker is a simple, accessible twitch platformer with one small change: Your character can't run.
Play as an adorable little robot named Blitz, where your goal is to escape the factory you were built in. The problem is that it

seems like everything is trying to break you! That is, with the exception of Chip: A friendly computer helper who is totally your
friend!

Gameplay

The gameplay is as simple as it is satisfying. Blitz can only jump, and perform an air dash in one of 4 directions. Upon colliding
with an object that doesn't break you, you are free to dash again. Use this to navigate a variety of challenges and hazards,

including spikes, cannons, missiles, lasers, mines and even giant mechanical monsters.

Featuring challenging but fair difficulty, the skill lies in your timing, and ability to react. Perfecting these skills grants you stars,
which are used to unlock additional heads to dress Blitz up in. Your ability to search and explore can lead you to secrets, and

keys to portals harboring even greater challenges.

Features
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Simple + multiple control schemes. You can play with keyboard or gamepad (optimized for 360 gamepad), and the
entire game can be played one handed. (Currently working on support for Steam Controller)

Tough but fair difficulty

101 lovingly handed crafted levels

Four boss levels to challenge and conquer

Over 20 heads to discover and collect (some are more secret than others)

Secret Warp Zones to unlock and challenge

A wicked chiptune sound track by Fat Bard

Fantastic arcade cabinet style side art to decorate your experience
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Title: Blitz Breaker
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Boncho Games
Publisher:
Boncho Games
Release Date: 2 Feb, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 - 32-bit

Processor: Intel i3

Graphics: Intel HD 4000

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: Probably a good idea

English
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I do like Artifex Mundi HOB games. But, this is a fairly weak entry in the franchise, with easy puzzles, and a lackluster story..
Great game remineds me of Nemesis 2 on MSX. Ignore all the negative reviews!

Everyone lost theyre pre order and DLC cars for a few hours but they came back once Ubisoft fixed the issue.. 360 noscope
wall destroyer.. I was trying so hard to like this game, managed to play it for 10-15 minutes before the game just broke. I'm on
my new PC with a bunch of high end hardware inside and this game won't even load. It'll launch alright but it crashes about 5
seconds into the load. Have uninstalled and won't be revisiting unless this is fixed.

Should mention I was given a key by the dev to do some footage on, really wanted too as well :(. SAMOLIOTIK is short, story
oriented shoot-em up game. The game features multiple different levels that feature different enemies. Each level comes with
an added difficulty. The game has a constant rate of fire, no ammunition values and time based power ups that either give your
gun a shotgun like effect, shooting a rapid stream of 3 bullets, slow down effect or a speeding up effect.

The games difficulty lies in the fact that movement is relatively sensitive, and touching an enemy will cause death. There are no
lives in the game so it is an instant restart upon death. The bullets shoot out of the front of the plane in the center, so you cannot
just sit on one side and shoot, because you risk getting your plane clipped.

The bosses in the game are relatively easy. Shooting the boss 10 times will cause it to recede and fall back. It is not as gratifying
as seeing a big explosion, but it works the best with the 8 bit graphics due to the constant gameplay.

The graphics are styled in an 8-bit fashion. It is all very blocky, and simplistic. The colors palate is limited with most levels
using three colors in general.

The biggest, game breaking, bug I found was the fact that you can move you plane on the pause screen, allowing you to evade
enemies that would otherwise trap you.

In all, I would give this game a 6/10, it is a fun and simple little game to play in your free time, or to collect achievements..
Tried too many times to make this work in LAN multiplayer. Doesn't work. Shouldn't be hard as ALL my other Steam games
work perfectly, but this one just doesn't let us join each other's session, even with the integrated STEAM invite. I stopped
trying, my buddies stopped trying.. A boring gem matching exercise. To complete the game you do have to go through a lot of
levels, just gets a bit tedious really.. Not the craziest epic horror game, but for an indie game it's very good.

Well I dont really have much to add, just wanted to vote up this game...

The character and HUD remind me a bit of dead space, which is great.

EDIT: OK this review feels a little lazy so I'll add useful info

You're a man whose ship crashed on a planet, you spawn in a base and have to explore the environment in order to find
ressources to survive (food,ammo,other stuff used as spare parts...) you'll encounter various monsters that are pretty creepy (a
huge flying head, a dancer-like slender creature that changes the music when it charges you...) overall the game has nothing but
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black\/white\/grey colors, it is very.VERY.VERY dark.

It's not for everyone, but it has its good sides such as a relatively challenging survival aspect, mistery, and an interesting
creatures design.
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A good game.
There are not so many games in that genre and I'm happy to see that indie developers are working on that.
Best luck to that game :). Ehh Not a Bad Game... Cheap game on sale, Picked it up through a bundle. Very Short, you could beat
it in an afternoon. Kind of gets repetitive, but by time you get sick of it, you have already beat the game!! Slightly buggy at
some points, and controls can be kind of floppy. This game is a Solo clone of Vigilante 8 or Twisted Metal game in my eyes.
One of my biggest complains is lack of Multiplayer. I really think Co-Op would be fun!

Rating: 5/10. Too much pony, became a brony DX Also dead cheap. Go buy it!. I play an embarissing amount of these hidden
object games and I can say that this is one of the best I've ever played. Story is far better than most, no brain twister puzzles, but
the hidden object screens are well done. No question buy it on sale and if you're jonesing for a good hidden object other times
then it's worth the five bucks imo. Game was slow to react when putting things in place and now it won't run at all. definite
waste of money.. Basically Zelda 2 and Metroid had a baby, but the baby was really good looking, and long!

(Why the hell are the cutscenes so fricking slow?! Why can't I skip ahead in the dialogue?!). Growing up throughout my life I
knew that there was something different about myself compared to everyone else. I can remember back to the first day off
school, everyone has to wear a costume. Some kids went as pirates, some as football players and some even went as those white
armour guys from that Star Wars movie. Not me though, I went as a fish. I was the most glorious fish in the school and everyone
was amazed at me for being that fish. That first day at the time was the best day of my life.

All the kids came too school in their uniforms that day, however I chose to stay with who I truly am and continued to wear that
fish for the rest of primary school. High school was a bit different though, they wouldn\u2019t allow me to wear that fish
around. I kept begging and begging because it was who I was, I didn\u2019t fit in being a human, I was more so a fish. We came
to a compromise and they let me paint myself with scales too fit in. I also got gills put in either side of my neck too let me
breathe like a fish.

Throughout my whole younger days, I have owned many fish, and have dreamt about joining them as part of their families. I
watch in jealousy as I see them swimming around together enjoying each other\u2019s company, struggling as I know I
can\u2019t be with them. I left out one very important detail from my story... I can\u2019t swim.

For someone that wants to be a fish, struggling to swim is not very helpful. I thought it would come to me naturally since I am
part fish, but it did not. I struggled with the thought in and out every day that I would never be able to join my scaly friends in
the ponds or the tanks, until I saw the project thatninjadodo have been working on. Then my life changed...

Yesterday was one of the best days of my life, thanks to Guppy I can finally live my life as a fish with all its friends. The game
is a perfect simulation of how a fish survives in a lake and has a very in depth hunger system. It is clever because it includes a
score system along with the hunger system that allows you too determine how well you are doing.

It also has a very real combat system too, with bigger fish chasing you down until they defeat you, and you have to use your wits
and knowledge too out manuever them just like in the Amnesia series.

This game has changed my life and any people that have had the same condition as myself in their life should pick this game up.
I was lucky to get it on sale, but it is well worth the $3 price. Stay safe my fellow fishies, I\u2019ll see you all in the pond.. it
sucks 0/10 would not play again. Too short, but overall is good especially the audio.. issue 1: cant change settings when game
first opens (to adjust any sort of resalution), issue 2: cant play game w/o logging in, issue 3: cant just play a single player game
without logging in, issue 4, cant figure out to just get refund because its single player requireing a login, issue 5: cant promote
games that require logins for single player games. issue 6: used random letters for an account because who gives a f#^@, Issue 7:
trying to adjust resalution when finaly in game but game hides the back button when you use anything full screen display, issue
8: I... HATE... FULL... SCREEN

all judgments are baised off of booting up the game and looking at a log in screen.
thanks ubisoft for leading the way, your the king of leading other developers into the relm of why any game that could be a good
game can be hated without trial because no one wants to deal with extra pointless stepts that no one needed to do other then to
hide/track somthing they wont admit to.
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changes to this review are unlikely because this is 100% fact of what i think, and cant say anything good about a requried login
for a single player game that is paid in full for
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